
The Wonders Of Detergent



Question:

What laundry detergent cleans the 
best ?



Materials:
-Laundry detergents 

(Tide, All, Gain, La’s Totally Awesome, Woolite)

- 5 white shirts

- Grass

- Dirt

- Ketchup

- Mustard

- Oil



Hypothesis:
I think Tide is going to clean the best because it is the 

most popular. It has the best and really good 
ingredients that clean good. It provides the best value 
among laundry detergents available to people today. It 

is good at fighting stains and odor problems. It 
removes the odor, stain, oils, etc on the first wash, 

according to my research and experience. 



Procedures
- Gather all your supplies
- Cut out mini white shirts
- Gather all your stain supplies
- Label your shirt with first letter of what you stained it with 

(K=Ketchup, M=Mustard, G=Grass, D=Dirt, O=Oil)
- Stain shirts then leave over night
- Wash each shirt with chosen laundry detergent
- Determine which laundry detergent cleaned the 

best/removed the stain the best 
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Observations:
My observations were that all of the detergents cleaned the oil, 

grass, and ketchup stains off. Some detergents cleaned the 
mustard better than others but not all of it came off. All detergent 

was the best at removing stains, Tide came in second, La’s 
Awesome came in third , Gain came in fourth, and Woolite came 
in last. I observed that the easiest stain  to remove was the grass. 
The hardest stain to remove was the mustard. I used a timer and 
after certain minutes some detergents cleaned some stains off 

but after 10 minutes most of the stains came off. I did noticed that 
when you leave the shirt in the soap for longer, some detergents 
bring  up the stains to the surface of the shirt; like the dirt, and 

some bits of grass.



Conclusion:
All detergent was the best stain remover. My hypothesis was 

incorrect. It cleaned off most of the stains, except the mustard. 
As soon as you put the shirt in the detergent it started to take 
away the stains. All was the fastest reacting one to the stains. 

At 10 minutes it was starting to get more and more of the 
stains off.  I concluded that the name of the brand that are 
more popular don’t always clean the best and that the less 

popular ones clean better than the popular ones.



Data:
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